Q Sciences Affiliate Program
At Q Sciences, we have a few products that are one-time purchases: HQO and Q MindFit. Because
the eXponential Infinity Plan is predicated on residual sales, we have developed the Q Sciences
Affiliate Program to accommodate these specific products.
Qualification: To earn a bonus in the affiliate program you must be an Active IBO with a monthly
AutoShip of at least 100 PV. As an affiliate program, all volumes from HQO and Q MindFit will not be
included in the eXponential Infinity Plan.
HQO Affiliate Bonus (Paid Weekly)
The HQO Affiliate Bonus has four tiers. The more HQO units you sell, the more commission you
personally earn. HQO commissons are paid out as follows:
Lifetime HQO Units Sold
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

1 to 2

3 to 5

6 to 9

10+

Level 1

$800

$1,250

$1,700

$2,000

Level 2

$400

$300

$200

$100

Level 3

$200

$100

Level 4

$120
1 unit = 1 full-priced HQO. .5 for any discounted HQO.
Example: If you sell 1 HQO unit at full price and 1 HQO unit at a discounted price,
you have sold 1.5 units and will remain in Tier 1.
*Amounts shown in the table are based on full-price HQO units.

Q MindFit Affiliate Bonus (Paid Weekly)
The Q MindFit Bonus pays a total of two levels in the Sponsor Tree. Q MindFit commissions are paid
as follows:
Levels

Bonus Amount

Level 1

$70

Level 2

$10

Cont. on reverse side
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Affiliate Bonus Pools (Paid Monthly)
The Affiliate Bonus Pools are completely separate from the Global Leadership Pools that exist
within the eXponential Infinity Plan. Starting at Ruby, you begin earning shares. There are four pools,
each with 1% of the Affiliate Program volumes for the month. Shares work identical to the other
Leadership Pools in terms of ½ share in month one and a full share the following month.
Affiliate Bonus Pools
Ruby

Emerald

Diamond

Crown

1%

1%

1%

1%

Four percent of PV from all affiliate products is divided up amongst four separate pools. Qualifying
IBOs will earn a half share the first month they enter in the pool associated with their highest monthly
paid rank. If that rank is maintained, a full share will be granted.
An IBO may earn one full share in the pool associated with their paid rank and a half share in all
lower pools.
*An IBO cannot earn more than 17% of one bonus pool.
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